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ABSTRACT 

Navy combat systems are ship class dependent and, until recently, were acquired 

as stovepipes. The disaggregated stovepipe acquisition method leads to suboptimal 

designs and exorbitant costs throughout the system’s life cycle. A product line approach 

could reduce costs, increase mission effectiveness, and enable more rapid deployment 

across the Navy and rest of the Department of Defense. Existing software product line 

cost models are oversimplified to model per-product characteristics and savings within a 

product line across the life cycle of a system. Improving these existing cost models will 

better support decision making for future acquisitions. By applying existing research and 

leveraging the Constructive Product Line Investment Model, this work estimates product 

line savings and return on investment for the AEGIS combat system product. The AEGIS 

common source library is a proven standard for an evolving product line architecture to 

meet Navy combat systems requirements and has proven cost savings since its inception. 

This research provides a methodology and cost model framework for product line 

decisions while extending it for the AEGIS combat system case study. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

For the U.S. Navy, the Aegis combat system is the system able to integrate multi-

purpose radars and advanced missile and gun systems. However, with warships of varying 

types and mission sets, variations among different versions of the Aegis combat system 

present themselves. To combat variation, system complexity, and reduce cost, the U.S. 

Navy in partnership with Lockheed Martin has adopted a software product line approach 

to managing, maintaining and developing the current and future capabilities within the 

Aegis Combat System, which they have called the Aegis common source library.  

The process to manage, maintain and update the highly complex Aegis common 

source library requires an intensive upfront investment and continuous software 

maintenance funding stream. This thesis creates a model to estimate the product line effort 

savings and returns on investment of the Aegis common source library. This is 

accomplished by extending the Constructive Product Line Investment Model (COPLIMO), 

utilizing Aegis baselines of varying software sizes as inputs. This extension to COPLIMO 

compensates for two limitations in the existing cost model. First, the extension model 

allows for inputs of varying sized products and is, therefore, not limited to products of only 

one size. Secondly, the extension models different data compositions for each individual 

baseline for unique, adapted and reused code.   

There are two fundamental engineering challenges associated with operating and 

maintaining a naval ship combat system for several decades. The first is to design an 

affordable system capable of achieving such long life cycles. The second is designing a 

system capable of being relevant and lethal for many years to come. New classes of ships 

and variants among ship classes introduce additional engineering challenges to software 

design. The software product line process, adopted by Lockheed Martin for the Aegis 

common source library, serves to answer these challenging problems of providing 

affordable, multi-decade, and lethal combat systems suites. Software product lines 

accomplish these tasks by taking advantage of commonality across multiple variants to 

provide “impressive reductions in costs, faster delivery of mission capability, and improved 

quality” (Jones 2009, 1). Cost avoidance and return on investment numbers reported from 
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Lockheed Martin through the year 2014 are showing numbers that exceedingly beat 

expectations (Gregg, Scharadin, and Clements 2015, 310). In fact, from 2011 to 2014, 

Lockheed Martin reported a cumulative cost savings of $166 million for the Aegis common 

source library. 

Parametric cost analysis performed on a pre-common source library Aegis baseline 

utilizing Basic COPLIMO shows promising returns and effort savings over the course of 

several products. The results also further justify why a company like Lockheed Martin 

would adopt a product line approach to developing, maintaining and delivering future 

Aegis baselines. The modeled results, for an Aegis baseline made up of 1.8 million system 

lines of code (SLOC), show a potential ROI of 3.88 after the seventh product is delivered. 

This is calculated in Basic COPLIMO from the outputs of product line effort savings and 

the initial product line investment. High future returns, like the output results in the models 

of this thesis, have led many industries to adopt a product line approach to software 

development and maintenance.  

Software product line cost benefits appear to be extremely promising, and capturing 

these cost benefits is vital to the Department of Defense (DoD) and the acquisition process. 

Nolan (2009) tells us that “a good cost model is central to good decision-making and good 

project management” (255). Therefore, improving and validating current models like 

COPLIMO will better help DoD cost estimators with the challenging task of more 

accurately capturing the future costs of heavily software-based systems. In an attempt to 

provide an improved model, the author offers an extension to COPLIMO, referred to as 

Detailed COPLIMO. This paper utilizes the extension to model ROI and product line effort 

savings of five Aegis common source library baselines as well as one projected future 

Aegis baseline. The results of Detailed COPLIMO for the Aegis common source library 

are quite promising, and compare favorably to the returns Lockheed Martin has also 

noticed. Lockheed Martin refers to its cost avoidance specifically as a “superlinear” effect. 

Whereas, according to Gregg, Scharadin, and Clements (2015), this cost avoidance has 

exceeded traditional product line linear cost model predictions. In addition to product line 

effort savings and ROI, Detailed COPLIMO has been reformulated to output per product 

cost savings and cost avoidance. Results from Detailed COPLIMO show estimated ROI 
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multipliers of 3.54 for the fifth delivered Aegis baseline in the product line and 5.40 for a 

future Aegis baseline, with per product cost avoidance numbers varying from 21–31% after 

the delivery of the first product.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. BACKGROUND 

Aegis is the U.S. Navy’s most advanced shipboard anti-air warfare weapon system. 

Aegis plays a critical role in national defense by integrating various sensors and weapons 

systems to shield the fleet from inbound air and missile threats as well as providing 

maritime ballistic missile defense. Integrating these highly advanced modern sensors and 

weapon system hardware is an incredibly complex task requiring a multifaceted software 

support system. This software support system is perhaps the most critical portion of 

maintaining a competitive edge over our adversaries. The shift from the U.S. Navy having 

the most superior firepower and sensor suites to being more evenly matched has been well 

documented over the last few decades. The Chief of Naval Operation’s “A Design for 

Maintaining Maritime Superiority version 2.0” says that in today’s new security 

environment, “Our competitive advantage has shrunk and in some areas, is gone 

altogether” (Richardson 2018). The sheer amount of data being transferred within the 

combat systems suite only exacerbates the importance of integration and the quality of the 

software driving the hardware. 

The U.S. Navy’s answer to this challenging integration problem has resulted in the 

adoption of a software product line approach to managing its complex Aegis combat 

systems software. The new open architecture framework, more commonly known as the 

Aegis common source library (CSL), has laid the foundation for an agile, robust and 

revolutionary combat systems suite that can be rapidly integrated into multiple U.S. and 

foreign navy ship classes for a wide variety of mission sets. This product line supported 

combat system allows the U.S. Navy to modernize sensors and upgrade weapon systems 

more rapidly due to an ease in software and hardware integration burdens. Furthermore, 

there is an additional benefit of a software product line. This benefit is a more common 

look and feel among the Aegis platforms from a warfighter perspective. These common 

tactical operations decrease watch stander training time and increase their proficiency, 

ultimately leading to an increase in the lethality of a distributed combat systems network.  
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The process to manage, maintain and update this highly complex software code 

requires an intensive upfront investment and continuous software maintenance funding 

stream. This thesis aims to identify the specific returns on investment (ROI) of adopting a 

product line software architecture versus building a one-off software system design by 

analyzing the system lines of code (SLOC) of the Aegis combat system both prior to the 

adoption of a common source library and after. Utilizing and offering an extension to the 

Constructive Product Line Investment Model (COPLIMO) achieves these objectives. 

B. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

1. What are the economic returns of a naval combat system software product 

line versus one-off naval combat system software system design?  

2. How can current product line cost models be improved for software-

intensive combat systems? 

To address the first question, the author analyzes the product line effort savings 

from a combat system software suite utilizing Basic COPLIMO. The pre CSL Aegis 

baseline size will serve as the benchmark for the initial cost benefit analysis of a software 

product line. Additionally, the model outputs from Basic COPLIMO will further highlight 

the economic benefits of adopting a software product line over a seven-year period by 

calculating product line effort savings as well as ROI.  

This last question is addressed by considering empirical software data from the 

Aegis program executive office for model calibration and ROI calculation. For better 

insight and detailed coverage of the Aegis product baselines, COPLIMO was extended to 

accept heterogeneous size inputs where the SLOC for each product varies as well as the 

relative portions of mission-unique, adapted, and reused software. The actual SLOC for 

each category are inputs. This improves upon the basic model assumption whereby each 

product is homogeneous in size and makeup. 
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C. SPECIFIC CONTRIBUTIONS 

The modeling methods used in this thesis are accepted systems engineering 

techniques. However, utilizing empirical Aegis SLOC data, the discussion of the software 

product line engineering (SPLE) processes and offering a COPLIMO extension is a distinct 

contribution to this subject matter and will help validate and improve the COPLIMO family 

of product line models. Furthermore, adapting and developing a better cost model for 

specific DoD programs will aid decision makers in the acquisition process of future Naval 

combat system suites and other software intensive systems.  

D. BENEFITS 

Product line approaches may reduce overall program acquisition costs, increase 

mission effectiveness and enable more rapid capability deployment across the U.S. Navy 

and DoD at large. A primary contribution is the integration of parametric cost modeling 

within Model-based Systems Engineering (MBSE) for economic tradeoff analysis of 

system product lines. Improving and validating current models such as COPLIMO will 

greatly add to the field of systems engineering and better help future cost estimators with 

the challenging task of more accurately capturing the future costs of heavily software-based 

systems. Therefore, in order to accurately adapt cost models, the author must discuss where 

these savings can be obtained. The savings from adopting a product line approach 

traditionally grow from leveraging commonality; however, Lockheed Martin is also 

reporting savings across the entire spectrum of the systems engineering process.  

Product line investment returns “accrue from reusing common pieces in different 

systems/products that share features. Furthermore, systems can be fielded faster leading to 

an increased overall mission effectiveness” (Boehm et al. 2013, 64) and a greater decision 

space for our commanders. “These benefits occur because previously built components 

reduce the effort and enable more rapid development” (Boehm et al. 2013, 64). Designers 

are then freed to shift focus and better allocate resources resulting in more rapid capability 

development and delivery. The added benefit of developing and delivering a needed 

capability at a much faster rate will give the U.S. Navy the adaptability and flexibility it so 

greatly needs.  
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Product line savings originate from multiple aspects of the systems engineering 

process. The systems engineering “V” in Figure 1 highlights the areas from which savings 

can be obtained.  

  

Figure 1. Systems Engineering “V” Model. Source: Gregg, Albert, and 
Clements (2017). 

Traditional software product line engineering models capture savings from requirements 

engineering, architecture engineering, design and coding fabrication; however, Gregg, 

Albert, and Clements (2017) highlight the additional savings from the verification and 

validation phases of development in their article titled “Product Line Engineering on the 

Right Side of the ‘V’.” Testing for the Aegis combat system is a huge expense for the U.S. 

Navy, as the system is expected to work when called upon. Savings are captured by only 

having to test a piece of code once, because that same code is injected into many new 

baselines. Additionally, maintaining a high software quality can be costly. Gregg, 
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Scharadin, LeGore and Clements (2014) have reported excellent quantitative results of the 

Aegis CSL over the period of 2011–2013.  

Eliminating the need to fix a defect in multiple libraries provided 
substantial savings to the various government program offices (Aegis, 
LCS, FMS, MDA, Coast Guard). The combined savings of product line 
versus clone and own has totaled in excess of $80 million over the past 
3 years. (271). 

Their motto of “Fix it Once” has clearly paid dividends to the U.S. Navy but has 

also freed up resources within the Lockheed Martin organization. Requirements defects 

have also yielded combined government agency savings of $39 million over the past three 

years as well. In addition to these cost savings, Aegis CSL has removed additional 

integration test costs due to the fact these tests now only span one program instead of across 

multiple programs. They report these additional tests added 40% to the initial fix cost 

(Gregg, Scharadin, LeGore and Clements 2014, 271). 

In 2015, Gregg, Scharadin and Clements reported even greater economic benefits 

as a result of the Aegis CSL product line approach. They describe the behavior as 

“superlinear,” which they define as cost avoidance that “exceeds the cost avoidance 

predicted by the linear cost models” (303). Lockheed Martin’s initial estimate of cost 

avoidance was a yearly value of 35% (309), but it reported greater than double that 

number. Over the span of 2011–2013, the Aegis Weapon System product line reported a 

cumulative cost avoidance of $119 million, or roughly $40 million per year, which 

matches previous reported returns. For 2014 alone, however, Lockheed Martin saw a $47 

million cumulative cost avoidance or a 118% savings above the norm (Gregg, Scharadin, 

and Clements 2015). In total, for the years 2011–2014, that is $166 million in total cost 

avoidance. 

Understanding the potential product line savings allows the author to better refine 

the cost models presented in this thesis. The cost models presented will also provide an 

easy-to-use framework for analyzing per product cost avoidance to allow for comparison 

against real-world data. Fiscally constrained environments, like the ones the U.S. Navy 

are currently operating in, require more scrutiny and oversight as to where its dollars are 

being spent. Accurate cost models can help program managers make better decisions about
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about total program costs, as they will be able to improve upon forecasted expenditures 

from the development of a system to its inherent disposal. Additionally, other specific 

and realized software product line benefits will be addressed throughout this thesis.  

Cost models also explain that not all attempts “at product line reuse will generate 

large savings” (Boehm et al. 2004, 163). Boehm, Brown, Madachy and Yang (2004) argue 

that “a good deal of domain engineering needs to be done well in order to identify software 

code most likely to be product-specific, fully reusable, or reusable with adaptation” (2004, 

163). This means that there will be added cost in the development of a software product 

line and subsequent architectures must be thought of and developed prior to specific code 

writing. Cost models like COPLIMO will also help evaluate the tradeoffs of different 

architectural options and determine when product line approaches are justified. Ultimately, 

according to Nolan, “a good cost model is central to good decision-making and good 

project management” (Nolan 2009, 255). 

E. ORGANIZATION 

This thesis is organized into three main segments that address a literature review, 

methodology and approach, and conclusions, including future work. Chapters I and II give 

the background and benefits of adopting a product line software architecture. A review of 

the evolution of the Aegis combat system software introduces the reader to a proven 

software product line model that delivers rapid and robust capability to the U.S. Navy as 

well as select foreign navies. This review also sets the stage for Chapter III, the parametric 

cost modeling of a software product line as well as the introduction to Detailed COPLIMO. 

Chapter IV concludes the material presented by offering a summary of the work 

and offering suggestions for future research topics. Current cost estimation models must 

continue to be refined in an effort to provide more accurate cost information to 

stakeholders, decision-makers and acquisition professionals. The thesis is organized to 

present the reader with a logical transition between SPLE, the proven software product line 

Aegis CSL, and the robust product line model, COPLIMO. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In this chapter, a comprehensive literature review is conducted describing the 

concepts of SPLE, Return on Investment (ROI) and the COPLIMO product line model. 

The literature review will also provide a brief history of the Aegis combat system for 

context and introduce the reader to a successful DoD software product line titled the Aegis 

common source library (CSL). 

A. SOFTWARE PRODUCT LINE ENGINEERING 

Product line engineering is a proven industry process that, when applied to software 

development, has revolutionized the way companies and families of products are 

developed and architected. Northrop, of Software Engineering Institute, defines software 

product lines as “a set of software-intensive systems that share a common, managed feature 

set satisfying a particular market segment’s specific needs or mission and that are 

developed from a common set of core assets in a prescribed way” (Northrop 2002, 32). 

Therefore, the discipline and technical rigor devoted to maintaining and developing 

software product lines would be SPLE.  

Understanding SPLE requires an understanding of how society influences industry. 

Bosch highlights the consumer’s “need for speed” in regards to product development and 

states, “customer adoption of new products and new functionality in existing products is 

increasingly rapid” (Bosch 2017, 26). He further explains the ever-increasing size of 

software and uses automotive software as an example. History has told us that a “1 million 

lines of code (LOC) system in 2005 will be a 10 million LOC system in 2010 and a 100 

million LOC system in 2015” (Bosch 2017, 25). SPLE is the domain that attempts to solve 

the challenging problem of delivering robust and high-quality software systems at a pace 

that matches customer desire. In addition to attempting to solve this conundrum, companies 

that have implemented software product lines reported “impressive reductions in costs, 

faster delivery of mission capability, and improved quality” (Jones 2009, 1). Cost 

reductions are not immediate and typically, initial investments take time before offering 

any return on investment. Historical data indicates that families of systems do require a 
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higher up-front investment when compared to single system design but do over time reach 

a break-even point as modeled in Figure 2 from Weiss and Lai.  

 

Figure 2. Costs for Developing n Kinds of Systems (Single versus PLE). 
Source: Weiss and Lai (1999). 

SPLE also promises additional organizational benefits as highlighted in Donohoe’s 2014 

presentation on the “Introduction to Software Product Lines.” These benefits allow 

organizations to: 

• Achieve large-scale productivity gains 

• Improve the time to market 

• Achieve greater market agility 

• Improve product quality 

• Increase predictability of cost, schedule, and quality (Donohoe, 2014, 
Slide 8) 

Accurately estimating the break-even point is an important piece of information for 

companies to know. Evaluating and being able to predict when the company sees a profit 

can drastically impact future product development and the overall decision to make a 

certain product or system or not. DoD programs are also subject to similar scrutiny as they 

are all measured by their overall cost, schedule of delivery and performance of the system. 

Specific modeling tools that make better and more accurate predictions on future costs like 
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those explored in this thesis will be shown in Chapter III, the methodology and approach 

chapter.  

Shifting the focus back to product lines and supporting software architecture begs 

one fundamental question. If the goal of product lines is to produce “a family of products 

designed to take advantage of (their) common aspects and predicted variabilities” (Weiss 

and Lai 1999, 5), then how do companies also adopt this mindset to software development 

in support of these common product lines? The answer to this question is not as simple as 

one might think and, according to Pohl, Böckle, and van der Linden (2005), requires, at a 

minimum, three main prerequisites: 

1. The enabling technologies: these consist of implementation technologies, 

object-oriented programming, component technology, binding techniques, 

middleware, and configuration management 

2. The process maturity: these include process models, requirements 

engineering and modeling techniques 

3. The domain characteristics and expertise: these consist of domain 

knowledge and domain stability. (16-18) 

These prerequisites set the foundation on which to build and implement a software 

product line and require the systematic and disciplined approach of SPLE. The SPLE 

discipline is the “paradigm to develop software applications (software-intensive systems 

and software products) using platforms and mass customization” (Pohl, Böckle, and van 

der Linden 2005, 14). SPLE offers some distinct advantages over single system software 

designs, which include propagation of error corrections, organized evolution and easing 

the burden of complexity as SLOC increases. More importantly though, SPLE simplifies 

cost estimation because “calculating prices for products realised within the product line is 

relatively straightforward and does not include much risk” (Pohl, Böckle, and van der 

Linden 2005, 12).  

There are three specific types of software code utilized in the cost estimation 

models within this thesis. Those are unique, adapted and reused code. Unique code is 
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simply newly developed code and requires the highest amount of effort to develop. 

Adapted code is code that only requires slight modification from one product line variant 

to another and therefore requires less effort than developing unique code. Lastly, reused 

code is code that can be transposed from one product to another. Although reused code by 

definition is not modified, there is still effort associated with the transfer of code from one 

product to another. The author ties effort-to-software code type because the models 

examined in this thesis calculate effort savings based upon the specific code type. Chapter 

III of this thesis will discuss the effort to code type relationship in greater detail.  

The specific code analyzed in this thesis is the SLOC size of different Aegis 

baselines of both pre- and post-common source library adoption. Lockheed Martin is the 

company contracted to maintain the common source library for the U.S. Navy’s Aegis 

combat systems suite. Utilizing the SPLE discipline, Lockheed Martin has revolutionized 

the way the Navy maintains and injects new capability into a warship’s combat system.  

Ultimately, if the goal for the Navy is to become more agile and flexible to the 

world’s ever-changing threat environment, it is then obvious that SPLE is a worthwhile 

domain to explore and develop. Pohl, Böckle and van der Linden prove that over time there 

is improved quality through the reuse of software code. In fact, they argue, “The artefacts 

in the platform are reviewed and tested in many products. They have to prove their proper 

functioning in more than one kind of product. The extensive quality assurance implies a 

significantly higher chance of detecting faults and correcting them, thereby increasing the 

quality of all products” (Pohl, Böckle, and van der Linden 2005, 10). The byproduct of 

many rounds of testing and review is a higher quality software product. This is a critical 

requirement for any combat system suite that is expected to perform without fail. Pohl, 

Böckle and van der Linden go on to discuss how many of today’s systems of even minimal 

complexity contain software. Much like with the U.S. Navy’s combat suite, these systems, 

“are becoming software-intensive systems, not only because variability can be 

implemented more flexibly than in pure hardware, but also because of the fact that software 

allows the introduction of new functionality that could not easily be achieved without it” 

(Pohl, Böckle, and van der Linden 2005, 14). 
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B. AEGIS COMBAT SYSTEM 

Designed to be built around the Aegis Weapon System (AWS), where the entire 

ship becomes a “single fully integrated weapon of war” (Threston 2009, 109), the Aegis 

combat system was first deployed on the cruiser USS Ticonderoga (CG-47) in 1981 and 

was “comprised of over 850 individual equipment elements and weighed over 600 tons. It 

also included all of the officers and sailors needed to operate the system” (Threston 2009, 

115). Critical components of the Aegis Weapon System are shown in the Figure 3 block 

diagram, which highlights critical systems and their linked architecture. 

 

Figure 3. Aegis Combat System Block Diagram. 
Source: Threston (2009). 

Arranged from left to right, Figure 3 follows the three traditional naval warfare 

functions of detection, control and engage. Threston defines each as 
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• Detection—The presence of potential threats must be detected and their 
location, course, and speed determined. 

• Control—The detected threat must be identified, and if it is determined 
to be hostile, a command decision to engage it (and with what weapon) 
must be made. 

• Engage—The assigned weapon must engage the enemy, the outcome of 
which will determine the next course of action. (Threston, 2009, p. 111) 

Initial development of the combat system resulted in obvious interface issues with 

other sensors and weapons systems where each interface had to be managed individually. 

The obvious complexity of integrating all of the required sensors and weapon systems led 

to the ship-specific or combat system-specific stovepipe approach. Hall’s thesis in 2018 

highlighted the benefits for the U.S. Navy to better architect its combat system by utilizing 

the fundamentals of product line engineering. This thesis attempts to further emphasize the 

benefits of such an approach by capturing the economic benefit associated with adopting a 

product line approach to software coding, development and integration. As discussed 

previously, many of the benefits associated with a product line architecture are also 

captured in a software product line. The U.S. Navy, alongside Lockheed Martin, realized 

these benefits and began to adopt the software product line mindset for the continued 

refinement and modernization of the Aegis combat system, and called it the Aegis common 

source library. The transformation process from the one-off combat system design to a 

product line approach for Aegis can be seen in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Transformation from Independent Programs to a Product Line 
Approach. Source: Gregg, Scharadin, and Clements (2015). 

The term baseline is given to different versions of the Aegis combat system much 

like a software company would assign a number to different versions of their operating 

systems. Aegis baseline 9 was the first baseline of its kind to evolve from the common 

source library where “the primary objective of the CSL approach is to develop once and 

build and deploy many times from one set of common source code” (Gregg, Albert, and 

Clements 2017, 166). The idea of building and developing a baseline only once, having to 

only maintain and fix one library of code, and being able to then use this code on many 

different platforms and ship types revolutionized the way the U.S. Navy built and 

maintained its combat system suite software. The CSL now enables the U.S. Navy to 

develop common mission capabilities from single sets of specifications and apply those 

capabilities across a multitude of U.S. Navy, U.S. Coast Guard and international ship 

classes, as illustrated in Figure 5.  
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Figure 5. AEGIS Sea Platforms. Source: Gregg et al. (2014). 

However, in order for the CSL model to be successful, an open architecture must 

be adopted where hardware and software could be updated independently by 

componentizing the systems and building software that was able to integrate system 

capability rather than specific systems themselves. This layered approach can be seen in 

Figure 6, which highlights the importance of architecture in software product lines.  

 

Figure 6. Layered View of the Aegis Product Line Software Architecture. 
Source: Gregg et al. (2014). 
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This paper will examine multiple versions of Aegis baseline 9 that span deliveries 

from the years 2011 through 2014. The goal will be to produce a model that will help 

decision makers better estimate the costs associated with large and high visibility software 

systems. This effort is extremely important to the Navy and the DoD. As the Navy “has an 

active effort under way to expand the product line approach to the entire surface combat 

fleet” (Gregg et al. 2014, 273).  

C. PARAMETRIC COST MODELING FOR PRODUCT LINE ECONOMICS 
USING COPLIMO 

This paper will utilize the Constructive Product Line Investment Model or 

COPLIMO to calculate the expected return on investment of the U.S. Navy’s Aegis combat 

systems software product line. But first, it is important to understand the importance of 

cost models to software product lines. According to Nolan (2009), “A model is a formal 

and objective representation of a project or business and is by definition a simplification of 

reality,” moreover, “a model is there to help you make a decision but not make the decision 

for you” (250). How we model and in what way can be specific to the application of a 

system. In the case of this thesis, the author attempts to offer and extension to a proven 

software product line cost model. The factors that make up the model are extremely 

important and must be objective and measurable. As Nolan (2009) explains, “if you can’t 

measure it you can’t control it, but if you can’t estimate it then you don’t understand what 

is happening” (255). 

COPLIMO is a model based upon the well-calibrated, multi-parameter 

Constructive Cost Model (COCOMO) II for software development and is designed to 

help calculate costs, savings and ROI of software product lines (Boehm, Brown, 

Madachy, and Yang 2004). To expand upon COCOMO II, Boehm, Brown, Madachy and 

Yang show that software product line investment models should also include the relative 

cost of writing for reuse (RCWR) as well as the relative cost of reuse (RCR). Where 

RCWR is the cost associated for writing code with the intent purpose and knowledge the 

code will be reused for future product line variants and, therefore, will require a greater 

degree of effort and higher cost in development. RCR on the other hand, not only factors 

in the “amount of effort required to modify existing software” (Boehm, Brown, Madachy, 
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and Yang 2004, 158), but must also include the effort associated with the coder 

understanding and becoming familiar with the software code. 

The primary indicator required for analysis and comparison of the product line 

economics in this thesis is the return on investment or ROI. COPLIMO calculates ROI by 

dividing the product line effort net savings by the original product line reuse investment. 

ROI is the ratio of the cumulative net savings associated with the reduction of effort due to 

a product line and the initial investment to architect a product line. 

D. SUMMARY 

The product line approach to developing and distributing software is perhaps the 

greatest way to maintain and modernize the U.S. Navy’s combat system suites. Lockheed 

Martin has proven this model through the Aegis common source library and the DoD at 

large should continue to look for ways to integrate SPLE and the product line approach 

into many other defense programs. The cost and effort savings have been critical in recent 

budgetary constrained environments and those savings will allow other resources to pour 

back into research and development (R&D) and fleet maintenance.  

Refining and validating cost models to maintain simplicity at the highest level but 

also include many cost variables that can often over complicate estimates is of vital national 

importance. The goal of this paper is to use the data collected from one of the DoD’s largest 

software product line success stories and refine, validate and extend the proven software 

product line COPLIMO.  
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III. METHODOLOGY AND APPROACH

The ROI of a properly architected product line has been proven many times over 

(Brownsword and Clements 1996). For this thesis, specific data from the Aegis combat 

system program office or Program Executive Office for Integrated Warfare Systems (PEO 

IWS) are modeled offering an extension to Basic COPLIMO. Distribution standards levied 

by the PEO IWS limit the public sharing of the actual SLOC data; however, in an effort to 

allow the reader an opportunity to examine the types of data entered into the model, Table 

1 serves as a generalized view of the type of data that is used for extensive analysis in this 

thesis. Additional data collection methods were attempted. These attempts include requests 

to access Aegis software resources data reports (SRDR) and attempts to access to the Cost 

Assessment Data Enterprise (CADE) databases. However, due to time constraints, the 

author was forced to abandon these data collection methods and utilize SLOC data from 

the Aegis program office. 

 For analysis, the actual SLOC data is utilized and appropriate cost factors for the 

Aegis combat system are selected to run in the model. The results of the models are 

compared to reported cost avoidance numbers of the Aegis CSL from the years 2011 

through 2014. These cost avoidance numbers from Lockheed Martin show extremely 

promising returns of the product line approach. According to a 2013 Naval Sea Systems 

Command release, Lockheed Martin was assigned as the prime contractor for Aegis 

Combat System Engineering Agent (CSEA) efforts and it “will evolve and maintain the 

Aegis Weapon System (AWS) and Aegis Combat System (ACS) for CG 47 class cruisers, 

DDG 51 class destroyers and possible future surface combatant ship classes” (NAVSEA 

2013, para. 3). In fact, in 2013, Lockheed Martin was awarded $100,685,094 for a contract 

for their Aegis CSEA efforts (NAVSEA 2013).  

In this Chapter, the author presents a model of a non-product line Aegis baseline to 

show potential product line effort savings and return on investment. This serves to enforce 

the economic benefits of a product line approach to a software system of a similar size. 

Following the single non-product line baseline model, the author offers an extension to 

Basic COPLIMO in an effort to model and capture the product line savings and ROI of the 
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existing Aegis CSL product line as well as predict future product line effort savings and 

ROI for a future CSL baseline. The results of extension model, Detailed COPLIMO, are 

then compared to Lockheed Martin’s reported cost avoidance numbers from 2011–2014. 

Table 1. Aegis SLOC Data 2011–2014. 

Adapted from PEO IWS, unpublished data, March 01, 2018. 

Table 1 data represents a generalized view of the distribution limited Aegis SLOC 

data obtained from PEO IWS. Baselines A through E are representative of versions within 

Aegis baseline 9 in the Aegis CSL and span the timeframes of 2011 through 2014. These 

baselines are in no way specifically tied to actual delivered Aegis builds or ship classes. 

They merely serve as representations of product line variants of the Aegis CSL. Baseline 

F is representative of a future baseline, Aegis baseline 10, and the projected size is based 

upon PEO IWS’s projected SLOC size for this baseline.  

A. BASIC CONSTRUCTIVE PRODUCT LINE MODEL (BASIC COPLIMO) 

As discussed previously, Basic COPLIMO is the cost model manipulated in this 

thesis. The author then utilized Excel as the spreadsheet tool for implementation of the 

Constructive Product Line Model. Inputs for Basic COPLIMO are then entered directly 

into the spreadsheet tool. The first input value is average software productivity called 

AVPROD. AVPROD is simply the SLOC written in a per person month (SLOC/PM). The 

next input is titled average product size (AVSIZE). One basic assumption for the Basic 

COPLIMO is that all variants analyzed are of similar product size. Proceeding after 

AVSIZE are the expected reuse category percentages values. The first code type percentage 
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utilized in the model is the unique code percentage (UNIQ%). The next code type utilized 

is the percentage of adapted code (ADAP%). Finally, the percentage reused or RUSE% is 

auto calculated in the spreadsheet tool for the user to ensure all three code types are fully 

accounted for in the total SLOC. 

The next inputs for the model are for the expected relative costs of reuse (RCR). 

According to Boehm, Brown, Madachy and Yang, RCR represents the percentage of cost 

to reuse “the software in a new product line family application relative to developing 

newly-built software” (Boehm et al. 2004, 156). The logical cost of unique code or RCR-

UNIQ in the model spreadsheet tool is set at 100% due to the nature of newly created and 

architected code; however, in reality this percentage can in fact be over 100%. This is due 

to the cost of developing new code in a software product line can exceed non-product line 

software development (Clark and Madachy 2015). For the sake of simplicity, however, the 

analysis completed in this thesis utilizes 100% for the value for RCR-UNIQ. The model 

creators list the two definitions for the RCR-ADAP and RCR-RUSE. For RCR-ADAP, 

they define this as the “percentage of cost to reuse the software with modifications in a new 

product line family application relative to developing newly-built software for the 

application” (Boehm et al. 2004). For RCR-RUSE, the creators define this as “the 

percentage of cost to reuse the software without modifications in a new product line family 

application relative to developing newly-built software for the application” (Boehm et al. 

2004). 

The last input value is titled the expected cost of writing for reuse or RCWR. 

Boehm, Brown, Madachy, and Yang provide an excellent definition of RCWR as “the 

added cost of writing software to be most cost-effectively reused across a product line 

family of applications, relative to the cost of writing the software to be used in a single 

application (Boehm et al. 2004, 156). 

To begin using COPLIMO and to propose an extension of the model, the author of 

this paper recommends conducting the following steps prior to using or modifying the 

model: 

1. Collect and organize SLOC data
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2. Calculate unique, adapted & reused SLOC and respective percentages

3. Determine relative costs of reuse for each code type

4. Determine and calculate relative costs of writing for reuse

Upon entering the required inputs into COPLIMO spreadsheet tool, the user can 

then navigate to the output tab to view the model results. The outputs consist of three main 

areas of focus: the summary of the inputs, a graph on the seven-year product line effort 

savings, and a table of results. The summary of inputs offers the user a snapshot of the data 

used for output calculations. The seven-year product line effort savings graphically allows 

the reader to visualize the breakeven point of the modeled product line. Finally, the table 

of results holds the data calculated by the model and is organized in a logical and 

mathematical fashion.  

B. PRODUCT LINE VERSUS ONE-OFF SOFTWARE SYSTEM 

The purpose of this section is to identify the economic benefits of a software 

product line versus a one-off software system design. The specific software system 

examined in this model is a known Aegis combat system of non-product line decent, which 

is referred to in Table 1 as Baseline 0. Baseline 0 is an approximate size of a pre-common 

source library Aegis baseline. The modeling software used for analysis in this paper is a 

spreadsheet tool adapted from Basic COPLIMO. To show the reader exact inputs and 

outputs of the COPLIMO model, the generalized size of baseline 0 is used. A summary of 

inputs is explained next, followed by a summary of outputs.  

1. Inputs

The recommended values for Basic COPLIMO are utilized as inputs for comparing 

a product line software system versus a one-off software system design. The following list 

shows the inputs utilized for this model as well as the definition of each and the justification 

in selecting these values. These inputs in actuality represent a range of values. However, 

for simplicity, the calculations are completed with specific values.  
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1. AVPROD: estimated number of SLOC produced by the developer in per

person-month (PM). 150 was selected and is recommended by the model

creators for critical real-time control applications.

2. AVSIZE: estimated number of SLOC across the product line. 1,800,000

SLOC selected, as it is the generalized size of a non-product line combat

system suite from the Aegis SLOC data.

3. UNIQ%: estimated percentage of unique code. 10% selected, as it

represents the average UNIQ% across the Aegis CSL for this thesis.

4. ADAP%: estimated percentage of adapted code. 30% selected and is

applied to all Aegis baselines in this thesis.

5. RUSE%: estimated percentage of reused code. 60% selected and

represents the average RUSE% across the Aegis CSL for this thesis.

6. RCR-UNIQ: the percentage of “the cost of reusing the software in a new

product line family application relative to developing newly-built

software” (Boehm et al. 2004). 100% selected, as it is the COPLIMO

recommended value.

7. RCR-ADAP: “percentage of cost to reuse the software with modifications

in a new product line family application relative to developing newly-built

software for the application” (Boehm et al. 2004). 40% selected, as it is

the COPLIMO recommended value.

8. RCR-RUSE: “the percentage of cost to reuse the software without

modifications in a new product line family application relative to

developing newly-built software for the application” (Boehm et al. 2004).

5% selected, as it is the COPLIMO recommended value.

9. RCRW: “the added cost of writing software to be most cost-effectively

reused across a product line family of applications, relative to the cost of
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writing the software to be used in a single application (Boehm et al. 2004). 

1.85 selected, as it is the COPLIMO recommended value. 

Figure 7 shows the input values from the list above in the Basic COPLIMO spreadsheet 

tool. 

Figure 7. Non-Product Line Aegis Baseline Basic COPLIMO Inputs 

2. Outputs

Figure 8 shows the outputs of the Basic COPLIMO spreadsheet tool, as well as the 

modeled results.  
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Figure 8. Basic COPLIMO Output Summary and Results 

Basic COPLIMO estimates the product line effort savings over the course of seven 

future products in a product line. The breakeven point in this model is just slightly after 

year two, when the effort line crosses the x-axis. After the three-year mark, the model 

shows significant ROI multiplier values of 0.94, 1.92, 2.90 and 3.88 for years four through 

seven. These large ROI values alone help make the case for why a defense contractor like 

Lockheed Martin would pursue a product line approach to managing the U.S. Navy’s Aegis 

combat system software. Basic cost models like the one explored in this section serve to 

provide rough order of magnitude initial savings estimates. These initial estimates can then 

be used by decision-makers early in the acquisitions process to make more informed 

decisions. In the following section, the author examines empirical data and adapts the Basic 

COPLIMO model to fit the varying sized multi-baseline Aegis SLOC numbers. 
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C. DETAILED COPLIMO 

Basic COPLIMO is designed to model products of the same size and relative 

composition of mission-unique, adapted and reused software. This would unrealistically 

model a total SLOC size that does not vary among the different Aegis baselines, and each 

would show identical economic returns. Because this thesis is utilizing empirical data for 

which the assumption does not apply, the author offers an extension to Basic COPLIMO 

to capture product line effort savings, as well as ROI across all of the Aegis baselines that 

vary in size and composition. The Detailed COPLIMO extension provides per product cost 

savings and avoidance in addition to cumulative product line effort savings and ROI. 

1. Inputs 

Some inputs from Basic COPLIMO remain the same; however, the three input 

values for specific percentages for UNIQ, ADAP and RUSE code will be left in respective 

SLOC sizes for each of the Aegis baselines. The rest of the input values are calculated 

specifically for Detailed COPLIMO and are derived as follows: First, the average software 

productivity or AVPROD recommended for critical real-time control applications is 150 

SLOC/PM. However, for a better representation of the software system analyzed in this 

thesis, productivity statistics from Clark and Madachy (2015) are used. The Aegis combat 

system operating environment (OpEnv) is classified as a maritime vehicle (MV) and from 

Table 2, the mean productivity of an MV is 163 ESLOC/PM. 

Table 2. Productivity Benchmarks by Operating Environment. 
Adapted from Clark and Madachy (2015). 
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The next assumption is for AVSIZE. COPLIMO requires a constant AVSIZE for 

analysis, and this value is calculated by taking the average of all SLOC data for each of the 

six baselines. This value found in Table 1 is 2,339,780 SLOC. For the extension offered in 

this paper, however, AVSIZE is not directly applicable to the output calculations. 

Nevertheless, AVSIZE is maintained in the extension model output to give the reader 

context on the average size of the Aegis baselines used for analysis. 

Boehm, Brown, Madachy, and Yang outline the process for determining the 

weighted value for RCWR. RCWR is determined by calculating the product of the 

development for reuse (RUSE) times the degree of documentation (DOCU) times the 

required software reliability (RELY). Tables 3 through 5 from Boehm, Brown, Madachy 

and Yang show the descriptors, rating levels, and effort multipliers for each of the RCRW 

factors.  

Table 3. RUSE Factors. Source Boehm et al. (2004). 
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Table 4. DOCU Factors. Source Boehm et al. (2004). 

 

Table 5. RELY Factors. Source Boehm et al. (2004). 

 
 

The RCWR value used in Detailed COPLIMO for this analysis is calculated by 

multiplying the “very high” value for RUSE of 1.15, the “very high” value for DOCU of 

1.23, and the “very high” value for RELY of 1.26. This results in an RCRW value of 1.78. 

2. Outputs 

After the inputs are calculated and selected, Detailed COPLIMO is run for each 

Aegis baseline of varying software size. Again, distribution limits on actual baseline size 

are limited by PEO IWS; therefore, the actual SLOC size is hidden from the reader. For 

context, Table 6 shows the Detailed COPLIMO output table with generalized SLOC data 

from Table 1. 
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Table 6. Detailed COPLIMO Table of Results 

Utilizing Figure 12 as a script, the author will explain the values and calculations 

for each of the baselines beginning with SLOC size. Understanding how the total SLOC 

size is broken down for each type of software code is critical for understanding the model. 

Equations 1 through 3 show the formulas used specifically in Detailed COPLIMO for 

deriving the presumed UNIQ, ADAP and RUSE SLOC sizes: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

The next value the model utilizes for capturing product line savings is the total non-

product line SLOC size. This critical value represents the required size of an Aegis baseline 

that is developed outside of a product line approach or, as referred to in this research, a 

one-off software system design. The model then uses this value to calculate non-product 

line effort which ultimately is required in calculating the overall effort savings of a product 

line. The total non-product line SLOC size is calculated by summing the UNIQ, ADAP 

and RUSE code across each of the baselines. Equation 4 represents the total non-product 

line SLOC size.  
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(4) 

The next extension model calculation is for Non-product line effort. Basic 

COPLIMO uses Equation 5 to calculate Non-product line effort; however, the Detailed 

COPLIMO spreadsheet tool utilizes Equation 6 as AVSIZE is not directly applicable to the 

extension model: 

(5) 

(6) 

The subsequent equations for the extension model are the same as in Basic 

COPLIMO and are shown in Equations 7–10: 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

The next set of equations for the extension model aid in calculating a per product 

cost savings percentage for each of the Aegis baselines. Per product cost savings is 

calculated from non-product line effort and product line effort for each baseline which are 

calculated as shown in Equations 11–13. 
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   (11)

 

 

 (12) 

  (13) 

Finally, per product cost avoidance is calculated utilizing Equation 14. 

   (14) 

The results for the Detailed COPLIMO software model have been scrubbed of all 

actual SLOC data, and only the cumulative product line effort, product line effort savings, 

product line reuse investment, per product cost savings, per product cost avoidance, and 

cumulative ROI are shared. The output data is shown in Table 7, and product line effort 

savings is graphed in Figure 9. 

Table 7. Detailed COPLIMO Summary of Outputs  
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Figure 9. Detailed COPLIMO Output Graph 

D. MODEL VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION 

The purpose of this section is to both verify and validate the model and results. 

While verification and validation on their own are distinctly different, together they serve 

to provide confidence in the results of the model. Schlesinger defines model verification as 

the “substantiation that a computerized model represents a conceptual model within 

specified limits of accuracy,” and model validation as the “substantiation that a 

computerized model within its domain of applicability possesses a satisfactory range of 

accuracy consistent with the intended application of the model” (Schlesinger et al. 1979, 

104). More simply, verification ensures that the implementation of the model’s formulas 

and calculations were accurate while validation ensures results accurately describe real 

world behavior.  

Verification of the results is completed by running the same set of formulas through 

a Python script written by Professor Ray Madachy of the Naval Postgraduate School. These 

independent calculations made in Python yielded the same results as the aforementioned 
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spreadsheet tool and serve to verify the initial results. Additionally, it is important to 

highlight the origins of the formulas used within Detailed COPLIMO. The formulas used 

were derived from existing product line cost models. These existing product line cost 

models are peer reviewed and are foundational to product line economics. 

For the purposes of this thesis, model validation is done by comparing the model 

results to real world values reported by Lockheed Martin. The specific comparison made 

in this paper centers around the output for cost avoidance. Detailed COPLIMO results for 

cost avoidance compare favorably to what Lockheed Martin was estimating in terms of 

initial cost avoidance for the Aegis CSL. Lockheed Martin’s initial yearly cost avoidance 

estimates were calculated to be 35% (Gregg, Scharadin, and Clements 2015, 309). Detailed 

COPLIMO yielded cost avoidance numbers of 21–31% after the initial baseline. Again, 

these modeled results compare favorably to the predicted values from Lockheed Martin 

and serve to indirectly correlate the validity of Detailed COPLIMO.  

E. THREATS TO VALIDITY 

This section identifies potential reasons that the author has reached the wrong 

conclusions, which are thus invalid. Furthermore, some of the potential issues are flagged 

as areas for future research to eliminate the threats to validity. 

Misinterpreting the data is a possible threat to the validity of the Detailed 

COPLIMO results. While the Aegis SLOC data obtained from the program office 

contained actual SLOC sizes of program builds, the individual baselines calculated for this 

thesis do not exactly match delivered Aegis baseline sizes. These inaccuracies in actual 

baseline SLOC size values stem from two main areas and are related to how total baseline 

size was calculated in this paper. First, unique code was calculated by determining the 

difference in size between the baselines. In actuality, unique code would simply be the 

newly developed code for the baseline. Secondly, adapted code was calculated by applying 

an author chosen 30% factor on the baseline total size. This 30% factor was chosen to help 

reduce the distribution restrictions the program office placed on the public sharing of the 

data. Therefore, if the two calculations for unique and adapted code yield inaccurate SLOC 
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sizes, it can be noted, the modeled results may not fully capture product line economic 

benefits.  

Another threat to the validity of the results lies in the cost model input factors for 

AVPROD, RCR values and RCWR. The threat to validity is the cost model input factors 

might not accurately describe actual Aegis CSL behavior. Knowing this, the author 

attempted to select cost factors that best reflect real world behavior. Specifically, the values 

for average productivity and relative cost of writing for reuse were selected from articles 

written by the COPLIMO developers, as well as the Software Cost Estimation Metrics 

Manual for Defense Systems. 

The last threat to validity addressed in this paper serves to answer the question, how 

might the author have come to the wrong conclusions? The author stated previously, that 

Detailed COPLIMO cost avoidance results compare favorably to the initial estimates 

reported by Lockheed Martin. However, it is important to note, the author does not know 

how Lockheed Martin is measuring or calculating their cost avoidance values. More 

specifically, the author does not know which activities or phases of the software 

development life cycle are being factored into their calculations. For example, the author 

does not know if Lockheed Martin factors in configuration management or requirements 

analysis costs into its cost avoidance calculations. Assumptions could be made that that a 

company would try to include all possible savings from the activities to make cost 

avoidance numbers look more promising, however, it is not known to the author which 

specific activities are included in reported cost avoidance numbers.  

F. SUMMARY 

The methodology and analysis presented in this chapter introduced the reader to the 

Basic version of COPLIMO, as well as the inputs and outputs of the model. This 

introduction led to the modeling of a single Aegis baseline to observe the benefits of a 

product line approach. Rough order of magnitude benefits were seen in this model and 

provided further justification for adopting a product line approach in the development of 

software-intensive naval combat systems.  
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Further adaptation of the model led to Detailed COPLIMO. Definitions and 

justifications for each of the selected input values, as well as the formulas from which the 

outputs were derived were shown. The outputs of Detailed COPLIMO include cumulative 

product line effort, product line effort savings, per product cost savings, per product cost 

avoidance, and cumulative ROI. Next, the author attempted to verify and validate the 

model by utilizing Python for independent implementation of the model, discussing model 

formulas and comparing modeled cost avoidance with reported numbers from Lockheed 

Martin’s initial cost avoidance numbers for the Aegis common source library product line. 

Furthermore, the author attempted to validate the model by emphasizing the origins of the 

cost factors selected for the model. The cost factors selected originate from the literature 

of experts in the field of software cost estimation, as well as empirical data for software 

productivity. Lastly, the author presented potential threats to the model’s validity. These 

threats included the inaccuracy of input data, cost factors that did not explain real world 

behavior, and the unknown of which activities of the software development life cycle were 

included or excluded from Lockheed Martin’s cost avoidance calculations.  
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IV. CONCLUSION 

A. RESEARCH SUMMARY 

This research set out to answer two specific questions. The first being, what are the 

economic returns of a naval combat system software product line? This question is 

addressed in this thesis by modeling a pre-common source library Aegis baseline. The basic 

cost model presented the potential economic benefits of adopting a product line approach 

to an Aegis baseline of that size. More specifically, the model captured the increased effort 

savings and higher return on investment multipliers of a software product line verses a one-

off software system design. This basic cost model could also be applied to a wide variety 

of other shipboard systems. Navy ships are becoming more and more complex with regard 

to software reliance, and therefore, product line opportunities abound. Product line 

approaches have proven to yield great returns, and the U.S. Navy and the DoD should 

heavily invest in future opportunities to implement the product line approach to ultimately 

reduce future acquisition costs.  

The second question addressed in this thesis was, how can current product line cost 

models be improved for software-intensive combat systems? This question is addressed by 

developing an extension to a current product line cost model, COPLIMO. The extension 

model was modified to account for varying SLOC sized products, as well as baselines with 

different compositions for unique, adapted, reused code. Additionally, the extension model 

offered per product cost savings and per product cost avoidance. Cost avoidance values 

allowed for a like product comparison between real world cost avoidance numbers seen by 

Lockheed Martin and those calculated in this thesis. One byproduct of the extension model 

is the ability to use this model for other systems. The extension model in this thesis focused 

solely on the Aegis combat system or anti-air warfare shipboard function, however, this 

extension model could be applied to other functional areas like anti-submarine warfare or 

even bridge functions like navigation.  

This research also shows that Basic COPLIMO is a useful model for gaining rough 

order of magnitude insight into a product line investment. More specifically, Basic 
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COPLIMO offers upfront initial ROI values across a product line. This simple model could 

be used very early on in the acquisition phase, well before specific systems are developed 

or even selected. Outputs of Basic COPLIMO can also be used during an analysis of 

alternatives to provide objective estimates to aid decision-makers.  

The Detailed COPLIMO extension model allows for the inclusion of more data to 

capture the individual characteristics of specific programs. The goal was to utilize the 

model to capture the real-world product line cost benefits of the Aegis combat system 

product line by better predicting past and future Aegis baseline savings and ROI. This was 

accomplished by modeling five different Aegis baselines and one future Aegis baseline to 

capture cumulative product line effort, product line effort savings, per product cost savings, 

per product cost avoidance and cumulative ROI. The added granularity of Detailed 

COPLIMO yielded higher returns on investment than in the basic cost model. In fact, after 

the 6th product, ROI from the basic model was only 2.90, while Detailed COPLIMO 

yielded an ROI of 5.40 for the 6th product. In addition to greater fidelity, Detailed 

COPLIMO also offers value for project managers who could utilize the model for trade off 

analysis in the management of individual projects. 

Cost avoidance numbers from Lockheed Martin for the Aegis common source 

library were also compared with the output results of Detailed COPLIMO, more 

specifically, the total cost avoidance percentages from the years 2011 through 2014. 

Detailed COPLIMO provided similar results to Lockheed Martin’s initial cost avoidance 

estimates, showing avoidance numbers varying from 21–31% after the delivery of the first 

product.  

B. FUTURE WORK 

This thesis set out to offer a modeling framework to capture product line benefits 

of the Aegis combat system product line. Further extensions of Detailed COPLIMO should 

be explored to better model other naval systems outside of Aegis, as well as other software 

intensive systems within the DoD. Additionally, this thesis only considered point estimates 

for input values, when in reality, these input values represent a range of values. Two areas 

of focus could then be applied to adapting the model to accept ranges of values as inputs. 
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First, sensitivity analysis could be done on the input factors to gauge their impact on the 

outputs such as in a tradeoff analysis. For example, a sensitivity analysis could be 

completed on the input factor, RCWR. Figure 10 shows the sensitivity the relative cost of 

writing for reuse has on ROI. 

Figure 10. ROI across Aegis Baselines 

          Figure 10 highlights the increasing ROI over time with the reduction in the relative 

cost of writing for reuse. This insight provides justification for investing in process 

improvements which could reduce writing for reuse costs to ultimately bring down the 

RCWR value and increase modeled ROI.  

The second area of focus for model refinement would involve adapting the model 

for Monte Carlo simulations. Point estimate input factors would be replaced with values 

from randomly sampled distribution types and ranges. The model would then be run many 

hundreds or thousands of times to yield a distribution of output results and corresponding 

probabilities. Both sensitivity analysis and Monte Carlo simulations capture uncertainty 

within the model, and can help determine the likelihood of obtaining target results.  
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Data distribution rights, set by the program office, limited the display of actual 

SLOC values for the particular Aegis baselines analyzed in this thesis. Future work should 

be conducted to reduce these distribution restrictions and also to obtain additional SLOC 

data for future baselines, programmatic cost information on the Aegis combat system, and 

cost savings formulas from Lockheed Martin.  

Access to software resources data reports (SRDRs) from Lockheed Martin to the 

Government contained in the Cost Assessment Data Enterprise (CADE) database would 

allow for the gathering of actual baseline sizes and compositions. The SRDRs should also 

contain the reuse weights Lockheed Martin utilizes. These additional data points would 

give additional verification and validation to the model and allow for the better refinement 

of Detailed COPLIMO.  

Future work should also include the integration of additional models from within 

the COPLIMO family of cost models. The full COCOMO II model could be integrated to 

refine Detailed COPLIMO by completely replacing the AVPROD cost factor. COCOMO 

II accomplishes this by computing effort with size and cost factors. It is a nonlinear model 

for the software diseconomy of scale and has product, personnel, platform and project 

factors (Boehm et al. 2000). 

Additionally, focus could be directed to integrating with System COPLIMO. This 

integration would allow capturing both the software and hardware costs of a program 

including maintenance. System COPLIMO incorporates system costs such as annual 

change costs, ownership time, and annual interest rates into product line effort savings 

and returns on investment calculations (Boehm et al. 2011). 

Ultimately, the U.S. Navy is tasked to achieve more with fewer resources. Product 

line approaches to software development and the development of higher fidelity cost 

models will give the U.S. Navy a competitive edge to be more lethal and agile moving 

forward.  
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